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About This Game

In a land far away lies the Swan Kingdom. Ruled by the Swan Princess, this prosperous community exists to protect the mythical
Dire Tree, root of all life. Every year Goddess Flora would hold a ceremony here, using the magical seed to regenerate the land
and grant new life. However, this year the seed gets stolen by the nefarious Black Swan, delaying the ceremony. Thus the Swan

Princess decides to call in the famous Fairytale Detective.

As you delve deeper into the case, you'll realize things aren't as black and white. Following the crumbs of conspiracy, you'll
finally realize that the person responsible for it all wishes to ascend to godhood.

•Soundtracks, wallpapers and concept art
•Unlockable Parables to read

•Achievements and collectibles
•Integrated strategy guide

•Replayable HO's and puzzles
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dark parables - the swan princess and the dire tree collector's edition

POLAN STRONK. The loco looks good and is nice to drive, but the scenarios are annoying. Not the ideas, just the
implementation. Might be enjoyable in quick drive and more leisurely workshop scenarios.

CF2 can not be completed in time.
CF3 randomly takes away control instead of actually simulating slippery track. (Pencil + paper.)
CF4 just needs some practice. Nice to play with the brakes. The headlights work very well.
CF5 is interesting and well done.

I cannot decide whether it should be a Yes or No, but as it offers similar amount of enjoyable content to some other scenarios,
it's 51% yes ;-). I very much enjoyed this game and I highly recommend. I am going to go over everything that I think needs
going over and highlighting pros and cons.

Controls- The controls of this game are almost exactly like that of Subnautica, and if you have played any successful underwater
game you should have no issued moving around in the Debris environment. The FOV of this game is locked in place but I think
that it is set to an acceptable size, seeing at the entire game is underwater with a mask on.

Graphics- I think that the graphics of this game are beautiful for an underwater game in the highest settings possible and the
game makes it easy to determine which settings are best for your computer. However, even when put on these "optimal" settings
I was still not able to get above 40fps, either having a optomization issue or some other reason I think that in order to have the
graphics specified, a much beefier computer might be needed. Keeping in mind that I had a consistient 40fps throughout the
entire game, so if you aren't a freak about having max fps possible then this isn't an issue. Additionally the game still looks
appealing without being on max graphics.

Atmosphere- The atmosphere is definitely that of a horror game, and quite frankly this is done really well. The mixture of fogs,
underwater lakes, lights, darkness, and sounds all come together to give the player a sense of "void" in some areas while in
others pure claustrophobia. It allows the player to completely fall into the shoes of the main character and experience what he
and the others are going through. Even when you are just told what's happening in another tunnel.

Voice Acting- The voice acting in this game are easily my favorite because, asside from simply wandering this underwater cave
system, it drives the plot. The way things are said, the way that some characters cut eachother off is all planned to help bring the
ending together, as well as tie up potential loose ends. Additionally, the voices just sound like real people. The actors themselves
and the dialogue put infront of them is both well written and well executed.

Story- The story of this game is based on choices. There are four main choices that each playthrough provides the main
character and the descision made determines the rest of the game and how the characters get to the ending. However, the ending
is the exact same every time, so the way that you got there is different. Although the whole "what does it matter if the ending is
the same" would usually be present, such as in Mass Effect 3, that is not the case for this game. It completely changes what you
notice and everything develops and then the very end just blows it all up in your face to leave you in your chair saying
"holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665"

Replayability- I actually urge anyone who plays this game to play it through at least twice. This is because once the ending is
revealed to you, you will go back and notice things you never noticed, things that were said that you didn't hear, and noises you
heard but never understood.. Good refund.. A great platformer that everyone should play.. Game graphics looks like good, and
nature efx its same good, and HUD may be better with HP and may be added active effect with bobules (you know what i
mean) in HUD.
Effect of water may be better with wind sync. Flying with ship is very nice and its very good for this game.
If you need help with Translate to other languages, i can help translate to Czech language (i am from Czech Rep.)

This game have good start and i admire you for best work on this game.. I recomanded this game for Graphics, but story could
be extended.

Thanks for Beta access :). I highly recommend this game as it is very entertaining and easy to lose track of the time.
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The game does not have a tutorial. Thus, you have to try yourself, what you can do and how different mechanics work in order
to survive.

+ You learn yourself.
+ Simple (2D, you can only rotate the puzzle and move rabbit).
+ Most of the puzzles can be figured out with careful thinking. In the few cases you have to try and hope - and learn.
+ In addition to the thinking, a good timing is needed.
+ The puzzles do not repeat themselves.
+ Personal opinion\/taste: I like the atmosphere and (dark) colors.

- In a few puzzles, the outcome depends more on luck than skill. It can be annpoying to repeat them in order to proceed.
- Might have been a bug, but when I had a pause (few weeks) for playing this, the game reset my progress and achievements. It
was a little bit annoying to go all the (low) levels through again.. It does one thing -- first-person platformer -- and does it well. It
has the float-y feeling that amateur Unity walker games have, but it embraces it, so the last few levels you're hoping to squeeze
out just a little more of that float to reach the nearest platform.
If ever you get lost, look around for the "beacon" lights to hint what direction you need to go, and check the "target" rangefinder
in the lower-right (though you will have to walk away from the target sometimes to get closer). The landscapes are huge but you
don't need to spend five minutes marching anywhere.
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One of the highest quality couch games ever, the fighting could be a little smoother but is often forgotten about when you play.
The charm and music is like no other.

Has to be a top 5 couch game in the past few years. Tighten up the fighting and provide more moves and this is an easy 10/10..
Nice puzzle game to relax for a while. A sweet, short, wonderful game. I was having a grumpy day but this game made me
smile. 10/10. Release date for this game is 2007, so I will try to be somewhat forgiving. I recommend it, but not for the full
price, since the game is so old. Wait until it is on sale, or included in a bundle.

The developers were obviously attempting to be silly, with the corny story line. I actually didn't mind the starving hero,
ridiculous French villain, or the henchman who refers to himself in the third person.

What bummed me out was the hidden object scenes themselves. The scenes consist of random objects stuck all over
backgrounds that have nothing to do with the story line. Looking for a diving flipper? Why yes, there it is, affixed to the ceiling
in what looks like an Egyptian temple... Makes perfect sense! Unfortunately, such hidden object scenes are pretty typical of the
genre ten years ago. We've come a long way since then, thank goodness!

Be glad that the game is relatively cheap (particularly when on sale), and it does go by quickly. Consider it a retro hidden object
game.. Got it as gift.
This game is worse in every aspect than Touhou series.

Pros:
+Able to use high resolution
+Aspect preserved for wide screens
+full support for controllers

Cons:
-boring theme
-no powerups progress
-no balanced risk-rewarding system
-very few unique play styles
-uninteresting characters
-incomplete manual, some key points not explained
-below average level design
-for a bullet hell game, the hitbox is a little too large to experience the art of dodging.
-repetitive gameplay
-badly written dialog
-bad soundtracks
-bugs

For anyone who is looking for a decent and more serious bullet hell game, stay away from this game and go for Touhou or
GundeadliGne series. For kids who wants to have some relaxing fun with bullet hell shooting, maybe you can try this out..
McDonald's Patty Flipper Simulator 2017. This game was a unique experience and delivered on the premise that I would learn
some new perspectives on the revolution. As someone who had seen a few documentaries and read the Mark Bowden book on
the subject, it was amazing to me that those other materials covered almost none of what is covered in the game, as they were
focused on the hostage crisis.

All of this information comes with a set of decent, believable characters, and the whole thing is presented quite well. I did end
up having some investment in the story. There is a lot of media in terms of video and phiotos that greatly add to the overall
experience.

Having said that, the game has a lot of flaws as well. The gameplay itself is amateurish and suffers from a lack of QA. I had to
restart a chapter twice because the scripted NPC was blocking any possible movement. It is very short. Most of the time you can
sit and relax in the game, then suddenly there is a mouseclick challenge.This may have been done as a dramatic device, but that
doesn't really work here and it is more of a chore. It also ends very abruptly in an odd place to stop. If this was a zombie, sci fi
or other fiction based game, it would be a terrible failure.
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If you treat this game as an interactive learning experience, want to expand your horizons, or just want an engaging story, this is
for you. Despite the flaws, I would highly recommend this.. compared to most other games of it's kind this one was a bit boring
and the story line was'nt that great and the art (if you could call it art) looks like it was drawn by a 6 year old,it looks terrible.i
would'nt recommend this game. shot zambi.... shot bambi???. Not something I'd want to play without doing something else at
the same time. Feels more like it should be an iPhone game or something else portable. But for the price ofc its worth it. Maybe
it could come in handy for queueing in other games or on the bus.
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